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Figure 5.1 
A visual interpretation of the relationship between the construct syste d 
the entity/action system m an 








3 entities(or actions) ABC are represented. The attributed characteristics of 
the entities are made up of projections from the construct system. Where 
these projections overlap, as with Band C, the entities share similar 
attributes. The strength of the connections between the constructs and the 
entities represent the strength of beliefs concerning the attributes. Each 
entity which can be distingu ished from another entity will have a structure of 
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A visual interpretation of the relationships between the construct system, the 
system of affective states and the entity/action system 
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In the modal oode, however, the original belief contributeo to 
consonant e l ements Bill, vhon I dislike, is dissociated from 
my promotion . A belief uhich contr ibute3 to cons onant elements 
will suffer internal pressures that uill r es i st the effects of 
discrepancy dissonance, if the discrepancy is in the dir ection of 
reduc ing the contribution to cons onance . Therefore , in the modal 
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Tronslormatlon 01 d~9re~s 01 acc~ptance and r ejectIon 01 stands on an Issue Into 
attItUdes held tOWON:! those standS 
(1) Oegrees 01 acceptance and rejectIon 
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(2) Graph of m~an of degree of acceptanc~ and of degree of non-rejection, derived from (1 ) above 
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Figure 9.3 
Attitudes toward discrepant positions on an issue 
in the absence of any communication 
Attitude A (x) ., 
X OI . x02 discrepancies at which ottItudes 
to'N'Cl.rd the corresponding poSitions 
ore neutral (extent of natural 
tolerance Of'l the Issue). 
x,. discrepancy beyond Which total 
reje<tion of positions more 
dIscrepant occurs (extent of 
natural total rejection). 
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Discrepancy dissonance v. communication discrepancy 
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Influence as a function of communication d iscrepancy 
The eXperimental results a InsIIo et at (1966) and matching curves obeying the expression 6w. a G ( YXo,- X ~ (%ol ) - p 
with the fol lowIng 'IOlues inserted for the parameters : 
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Figure 9. 6 
Discrepancy dissonance v. communication discrepancy as a function 
of "ego -Involvement In the issue" 
(Xo,:30, k:075. Q:0-65. k/ q :1 -15) 
G: 100 high ego -Involvement 
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Figure 9. 7 
Discrepancy dissonance v_ communication discrepancy as a function 
of the indiv idual's natural tolerance on an issue 
(G .!)-o. k=075. q.065, II,/q.115l 
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Discrepancy dissonance v. communication discrepancy as a function 
of "credibility of source of communication-
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DIscrepancy dissonance v_ communication disaepancy for an individual who is 
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Discrepancy dissonance as a function of the individual's tolerance on an issue 
for certain magnitudes of communication discrepancy with respect to that issue 
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DECISION EXPERIMENT: SmqUENCE OF EVENTS 
Stage (1): Pre-decision appraisal 
Without any prior knowledge of the decision situation, the subject 
gives his ratings of his intentions (G) and the elements of the 
situation (e). These ratings are independent of the decision 
situation. '0 
STAGE (1) Initial ratings of intentions G1 G2 G31 
STAGE {2}: Decision situation 
Initial The elements of the situation Final 
ratings become dissonant (d) or ratings 
of consonant (c) with respect to of 
elements the subject 's intentions. The elements 
subject makes his decision. 
el d ~ c· e1 
e2 c d c e2 
e3 c c d e3 
e4 c d d e4 
Final ratings of intentions Gl G2 G3 STAGE 
stage {3}: post-decision reappraisal 
After having made his decision, the subject again gives his' ratings 
of his intentions (G) and the elements of the situation (e). This 
time, however, the elements of the situation are dissonant or 
consonant with respect to the particular intention chosen to be 
pursued by the subject, according to the choice alternative he 
accepts. The dissonant or consonant nature of the elements is 
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MEAN CHANGES IN PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFICIENCY 
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COMPARISON OF APPRAISAL AND REAPPRAISAL FOR SUBJECTS 
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DIRECTION OF POST-DECISION RE- EVALUATION OF DISSONANT 
AND CONSONANT ELEMENTS FOR SUBJECTS CHOOSING ALTERNATIvrS 
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